Sustainable transformation in the public sector

- Improve better public services by enabling remote working and establishing an always-on approach
- Flexible offices can reduce need for real estate and decrease company footprint
- IoT on top of data centers to contribute to the circular economy: waste management, water management, air management
- Use AI to automate manual processes and enable decision-making
- Empower your workforce by continuing digitalization of collaboration sparked by COVID-19 and minimize non-essential travel
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- Digitalize processes for Frontline workers to improve collaboration and deliver standout citizen services
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- Digitalize processes for Frontline workers to improve collaboration and deliver standout citizen services
- Align with EU Green Deal to match objectives with the two core workstreams: digitization and sustainability
- Explore PaaS to facilitate other stakeholders in your ecosystem to reduce carbon footprint through shared technology
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- Engage in innovation hubs with technology partners to stay at the forefront of technology
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- Focus and invest in upskilling partners in your supply chain on your sustainable objectives
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- Embrace specialist partners to aid compliant and flexible data sharing across an integrated ecosystem
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- Establish seamless infrastructure allowing closer integration between services
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- Meet demand for processing power through hyperscale datacenters and explore renewable energy sources
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- Optimize on-premise servers by utilizing hardware capacity
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- Allow for multi-tenancy in shared environments for higher IT operational efficiency
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- Utilize surplus resources, like heating, for other purposes
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- Extend co-creation in advanced ecosystems of actors with the shared goal of tech-enabled sustainability gains
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- Embrace new forms of datacenters and decentralized solutions that enable better remote connection
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